PRIVATE
EYE II
INSPECTION
SYSTEM

This system is the perfect solution
for easements, offroad manholes
or any hard-to-get-to location.
It is also well suited for smaller
municipalities or contractors
desiring the power and capabilities
of a full mainline inspection system
in a highly affordable, all-inclusive
mobile package.

Pictured with
TrakStar II Camera
and TranStar II Tractor

KEY FEATURES
The Private Eye II is compatible with all
our mainline cameras and tractors. When
combined with our Compact Portable Reel
(CPR) loaded with single-conductor cable,
it is capable of inspecting 4 to 200-inch
diameter pipelines up to 1,000 feet
in length.

The Private Eye II command center is
enclosed in a Pelican® waterproof and
crush-proof case that measures 18.43
x 14.43 x 7.62 inches and weighs just
30 pounds, giving you great portability
without sacrificing field durability.

:: NTSC high-resolution flat panel monitor.

:: Designed for use in restricted
access areas.

:: On-screen digital footage display.
:: Automated power adjustment.
:: MPEG video recording capability.

:: Vehicle mounting and controller
configuration options*.
:: Handheld wireless tractor/camera
control available.

:: 1000-foot cable capacity.

LEARN MORE FAST.
* Contact a factory representative for details.

Visit Subsite.com

PRIVATE EYE II INSPECTION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS
Weight

230 lbs with 1,000 feet of single
conductor cable and controller

Length

26 in.

Width

24.5 in. with tires

Height

36.5 in. (42.5 in. with handles extended)

POWER
120 VAC 60 Hz * operational with 2KW (minimum) inverter-style generator

HOUSING REEL
Constructed of heavy-duty aircraft milspec 6061 aluminum 120 VAC 60 Hz
operational with 2KW (minimum) inverter-style generator

CONTROLLER
Rugged dustproof and water-resistant removeable Pelican® enclosure

COMPATIBILITY
All Subsite mainline sewer equipment

WHY CHOOSE US
PROVEN. Over 30 years building high-performance
pipeline inspection systems.
SINGLE-CONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY. Delivers multifunction flexibility, great video quality, and power through
a nearly indestructible steel-wrapped cable with an
industry-leading, 5-year warranty.
DURABILITY. Our equipment is manufactured with
CNC precision. It’s built to last and is forward- and
backward-compatible.
SERVICE. Tech support is a phone call away. If service
is needed, we’ll get you back up and running fast.

Subsite’s powerful and nearly indestructible coaxial cable.

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP. Compare our
affordable systems and fairly priced, fast service
with any competitor.

i
Compact portable reel used in Private Eye II.
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About Subsite®
Subsite provides electronic technology to support the
installation, maintenance, inspection, and rehabilitation of
underground pipe and cable. Our comprehensive suite of
products includes utility locators, Horizontal Directional
Drilling (HDD) guidance equipment, equipment machine
controls, and closed-circuit television remote inspection
and monitoring cameras and accessories.

A Charles Machine Works Company

